
TEAM BUNANAS 

INTERNAL MEETING AGENDA 

Meeting/Project Name: 2017T2 Bunanas 

Date of Meeting (DD/MM/YYYY):  20/10/2017 Time: 1645 

Meeting Facilitator: Bryan Lau Location: Prof Rafael’s 
Office 

 

1. Meeting Objective 

1. Orientate Professor Rafael with the project background and scope 

2. Evaluate the team’s proposed project management timeline 

3. Evaluate the scope of the project in accordance to SMU SIS FYP requirements 

4. Discuss about the proposal and the amendments that should be made 

5. Discuss about how we could improve on the description and motivation of the project 
 

2. Attendees 

Name Remarks 

Bryan LAU Present 

Louis LIM Absent (had prescheduled project meeting) 

Jaren LIM Absent (had work commitments) 

TAM Kei Wen Absent (had prescheduled project meeting) 

YEO Wei Siong Absent (had prescheduled project meeting) 

NG Shirong Absent (had work commitments) 
 

3. Pre-work/Preparation (documents/handouts to bring, reading materials, etc) 

Description Prepared By: 

Project Schedule Bryan Lau 

Project Scope Bryan Lau, Jaren Lim 

Project Proposal ALL 
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3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues 

Topic Owner Time 

Go through the proposed project management 
timeline 
Supervisor’s Feedback 

 The timeline is extremely tight, will need to 
really allocate more time to both 
development and project management to 
ensure that we can pass through 
acceptance. Choose our battles to fight. 
 

 Wiki should be maintained frequently. 

Bryan Lau 1645 

Go through the scope of the project 
Supervisor’s Feedback 

 Scope appears to be generally big enough, 
there is the potential to add in additional 
functionalities if we can think of any, 
analytics may be a good value adder 

Bryan Lau 1730 

Discuss about the proposal and amendments 
that should be made 
Supervisor’s Feedback 

 Currently the description and motivation 
appears to be rather weak, not appealing 
enough. We should be thinking of how to 
make it more appealing by selling the idea, 
for example instead of using inventory 
management, we should sell it as an 
intelligent food management system. 
 

 Need to conduct an interview with our 
sponsor to really identify their pain points 
and to understand how we may provide 
them with greater value in this project. 

Bryan Lau 1800 

 



4. Action Items 

Action Owner Due Date 

Ensure that the Wikipedia is up to date whenever 
there are meetings to ensure that there is a 
communication channel between the supervisor 
and the team. 

Bryan Lau  

Create a Telegram chat for Professor and the entire 
team so that we can communicate easily 

Bryan Lau 20/10/2017 

Team is to be informed that we should provide daily 
stand ups to Professor so that he knows what our 
progress is with regards to the project 

Bryan Lau 20/10/2017 

Proposal is to be edited and sent to Professor so 
that he may provide a 2nd round of feedback before 
the actual proposal submission 

Bryan Lau 21/10/2017 

 

5. Next Meeting (if applicable) 

Date (DD/MM/YYYY): TBC Time: TBC Location: TBC 

Objective: To update supervisor on what may have transpired in between the 
meetings, and to update on progress within our iterations. 

 


